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1. CUEMATH VISION STATEMENT

● Create a billion “math minds” (basically problem solvers) in the world by changing the
way math (and allied skills for problem solving) is taught to k-12 students.

● Employing a concept driven pedagogy with emphasis on learning by doing and
principle over method.

● Build a global brand as the top math and allied skills learning platform in the world.

- Founder Manan Khurma
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2. CUEMATH COMPETITIVE LANDSCAPE

3. USER PERSONAS
This document is focused on product opportunities in the learner side of things rather than
the teacher partners. So only the learner side of the product is covered in the entire
discussion.

User Persona User Story Expectations from the
product

Typical User behaviour.

Learner/Student Amit is a grade 8
Student with CBSE.

He feels that the
school teaching is
not adequate
enough and needs
some extra help for
conceptual
understanding.

Amit has tried tuition
teachers, but they do the
same thing that the school
teacher does so he basically
gets no benefit.

He would like an approach
with focus on conceptual
clarity on the topics, instead
of a teacher that only gives
methods of solving
questions.

Attends the live classes in
the software.

Does the questions
assigned by the teacher, but
is basically learning alone.

He has to work through
troughs and peaks in
motivation when the topics
become more difficult, but
its just him and the teacher.
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Parent Bineeta is a parent

She is concerned
that her son is falling
behind in math at
school. She
understands that
Math is a core skill
for professional
success but is not
able to teach him
herself.

She has tried tuition classes
but her sons performance
didnt improve.

Her expectation is that her
son is able to learn in a
stress free way.
Another expectation is that
her son

Bineeta has explored the
app, and has got the trial
class for her child.
She checks in on his
progress from time to time,
and is hoping for a good
result in the upcoming tests.

4. CUEMATH’S BUSINESS AND GROWTH LEVERS

The key insight from the above flywheel of growth is the following

High Retention + Engagement and strong learning outcomes are the biggest drivers
of user growth.
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Why strong learning outcomes are important?
In the Competitive landscape map in the first image above, it is clear that Cuemath is not in
the same segment as many other edtech companies, especially In India. K-12 education has
much longer potential customer lifetimes as compared to test prep which is focused on one
examination cycle.
A strong learning outcome increases the chance that the student stays on the platform for
the next grade.

Positive learning outcomes result in very strong word of mouth organic marketing.
Everybody wants to know how a student who was struggling 6 months back is now topping
his class.

Why is Retention and Engagement important?
Engagement here is defined as engagement with the program curriculum. A higher level of
engagement means that the child is regularly practicing problems for the concepts taught in
the live classes. Math learning is like a skill rather than consuming a vast amount of
information. You get better with practice, especially spaced repetition and application of
concepts that have previously been learnt. Math cant be learnt by viewing lectures alone or
even by solving problems only in classroom live sessions. Self learning and practice is also
required

Therefore product features that increase engagement are likely to increase positive learning
outcomes.

5. DEFINING THE PROBLEM
It is reasonable to assume that User Growth is a key objective for Cuemath.

In this context, User growth can be achieved in two ways.
1. Better learning outcomes through higher engagement - Organic growth
2. Better conversion of first time visitors

Creating a system that promotes better learning outcomes that can scale efficiently without a
proportionate increase in teacher involvement is the key to efficient and sustainable growth.
This can be done through product improvement in certain key areas.

So clearly stating the problem statement.
1. What product opportunities exist to improve engagement which improve learning

outcomes?
2. What product opportunities exist to improve conversion of first time visitors to the

app?
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SOLUTIONS

6. ON IMPROVING ENGAGEMENT

6.1. CUEMATH HANGOUTS

What is it.
● Allows learners to add people to a “friends list” by looking up their ID.
● Users get to see their friends progress in different subjects and also their

achievements.
● Users can send basic reactions (likes, thumbs up, claps) on achievements of people

in their friends list.
● Users can share a problem that they have found on cuemath with people in their

friends list.
● Users can mark certain topics/problems with a help needed sign, this is a way to

promote discussion and help between fellow learners, outside the app.

This feature would be passively social (focus is not on active communication between
users, but on a shared presence on the app) rather than actively social because there is
very restricted communication between the users. This is so that the social features dont
become a distraction. They exist passively in the background to add a compelling social
reason to engage with the app.

Why build this feature
● Engagement is higher as a group vs alone

Learning as part of a group keeps progress on track, and keeps people coming back.
If 6 students are part of a users friends list and the user is feeling unmotivated.
Seeing progress updates and achievements of his friends is likely to get him upto
speed much faster than if the user was learning alone.

● Discussions are vital to learning
Discussions help students learn from each others doubts. Fellow students have a
much better understanding of where people get stuck.

Students can mark certain practice problems that they dont understand with a doubt
sign, and another person in the friends list can notice that and share resources if they
have any (this would be done out of cuemath app, but the feature is a way to ask for
help.)

● Virality and marketing
Say 2 students in a group of friends have added each other as friends on cuemath,
their discussion of their activities on the app is likely to pique the interest others in
their friend circle who may not be on cuemath yet.

● Social features in the product are a first step to a more compelling and improved
gamification system

a. This adds the social validation gamification loop, currently users dont get to
show their badges and achievements to fellow users.
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b. Interesting things can be done with a friends list in the daily math gym. Eg a
versus mode with your friends where you compete on speed and accuracy,
global and Friends list leaderboards.

Key Assumptions and Risks
This product idea makes the following assumption, this would have to be validated with
further research and available data on user behaviour.

● People will have enough touch points to discover other users to add. If there arent
enough touchpoints during the live classes between users. And they dont have
school friends who are on cuemath. They may have no way to discover people to
add.

Risks:
● The social features must not include chats as they cannot be moderated by us, and

will be a distraction. Even the limited indirect interaction is only there to increase the
engagement of the users, a lot of care needs to be taken so that it doesnt become a
distraction.

● User safety is another concern, this feature can be limited to the paid users of
cuemath, so that only users whose details are available with Cuemath are even able
to add other users as friends.

User Flows (Below wireframes on Invision available here)
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Metrics

Goal Success Metric Time Frame

Adoption of the new
features

● Percentage of users who have added
at least 1 friend

● # of Customer support tickets regarding
friend addition (if process is easy to
follow this should be low)

● Avg # of engagements per user per
week, Engagement = any reaction or
question share

3 months

Improve Usage and
Retention of the
platform

● Churn rate of new users
● Top 3 most used sections on the app

for people who have added friends vs
those who have not.

3 months

Improve learning
Outcomes

● Number of sessions and time per
session for users who have at least 1
friend added vs users without any
friend added

● Cuemath test scores/performance
scores for users who have added
friends vs users who have not.

6 months

6.2. IMPROVED GAMIFICATION WITH VISUAL USER AVATARS

What is it
● Every user has a customizable visual avatar
● Progress and rewards done from the gamification activities are visually displayed on

the avatar
● Resources earned like gold and silver coins can be used to upgrade the avatar.
● People in each others Friend lists (See section 1.1 above) can see the other persons

Avatar.

Why Build This
The primary objective of the gamification feature here is to improve usage and retention, by
making the app more fun and by adding habit forming features.

The current Gamification system has three basic features.
1. Achievements (Belts, Elements, chips, Gems)  - Basically level badges for different

categories of the product, like math, coding etc
2. Coins - earned through activities (no way to spend these yet)
3. Streaks - only for “Math Gym”
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Current implementation lacks two major gamification loops as follows
● There is no social validation for the achievements (the badges and achievements are

only displayed to themselves)
● The Currency earned through math gyms or classes cannot be spent (This feature is

WIP)

The proposed solution addresses both these pain points
● A profile that can be viewed by friends makes the badges a lot more rewarding, and

even improves feature discovery, as the user explores the app to understand how to
earn the rewards.

● Even a user who may themselves not care about the badges, start to value them
more when they see their peers have more badges than them. Thai behaviour holds
even more strongly for the demographic of Cuemath users.

● A gamification loop that involves upgrading a fixed/ permanent asset through
currency earned with regular usage, achievement of objectives, is the most
compelling gamification loop. This is well proved in mobile casual games, which have
built multi billion dollar businesses

● An Avatar is more personal, and fits in well with the social aspect of the friends list
being proposed earlier.

Key assumptions and risks
Assumptions
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● Greater engagement with content leads to better learning outcomes. If the content is
not challenging enough or too challenging, then no matter the level of usage, it is not
going to improve learning outcomes.

Risks
● Competitive features should be light. The focus is on getting motivated by seeing

peer groups progress, Focus is not on competition for bragging rights and there
should be appropriate levers to control the level of notifications

User Flows (Below wireframes on Invision available here)
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Success Metrics

Goal Metric Time frame

Increase Usage

● # of Daily practice sessions completed
before and after these features

● Avg # of sessions per day, time per
session

● Avg # Badges per user before and after
these features

● Engagement metrics with daily content
and problems compared between users
with at least 1 friend in their list and with
users having no friends added.

3 months

6.3. OTHER MINOR PRODUCT IDEAS TO IMPROVE USAGE AND RETENTION
● Display a math formula everytime the app is opened. yes the cuemath focus is not on

learning formula, but in math, once you understand how to build the formula, you
need to remember the formula as well for optimal performance, its impractical to
derive it every time.

● Add content around currently viral content - eg Squid Game is a very popular TV
show. Cuemath can take instances from the show and structure them as math
problems based on probability. A bit of extra challenge for students who are up for it.
Or eg if IPL is going on, then some arithmetic questions can be structured with that in
mind.

7. ON CONVERSION

7.1. DIAGNOSTIC TEST AND IMPROVEMENT DELTA

What Is It
● When a user visits Cuemath they can take a free diagnostic test designed as per the

grade that the parent is interested in for the child.
● Users enrolled for 6 months, are prompted to take the test again after 6 months
● Improvement of diagnostic test scores of users between when they joined and 6

months after being enrolled in the program will be displayed to new visitors in the
marketing copy for the testimonials to demonstrate the effectiveness of the program.

Why Build This

Current User journey for a parent visiting Cuemath is as follows
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Below is a sample of the marketing on its subscription page

User Pain points during actually booking the class.

● Marketing is similar across apps, and parents find it difficult to believe the
testimonials.

● A free trial class may give parents a flavour for what kind of teaching they can expect
but they are still unsure about what kind of improvements they can expect from the
child.

● Adopting a learning method is a time consuming and high effort activity. If you start
with something wrong and it doesnt work out, it not only wasted money but also
wasted effort and in this case since the target segment is kids struggling with math,
parents may be even more worried about it.

● So ultimately parents are having to make a big decision based on just one trial class
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Hence the problem becomes, “How do you convince a parent today, that the
cuemath program WILL lead to improvements in 6 months?”

The diagnostic test and 6 month score Delta solves for exactly this pain point.
● A numerical value of actual improvement lends a lot more trust to a parent who is

trying to decide if the program works or not.
● Since their child can also take the diagnostic test, the believability factor of the claims

is further increased.
● The questions in the diagnostic test give some indication to the parent about what

level of problems the child will be able to solve after enrolling in cuemath

Key Risks/ Assumptions
● Test cant be more than 20 mins long.
● Has to have basic anti cheating measures, and a large enough question bank such

that questions dont repeat and difficulty remains same.
● Cant be too easy or too difficult, has to be slightly above average difficulty.
● There need to be appropriate incentives for users to retake the diagnostic test after 6

months.
● Feature has the potential to backfire if poorly implemented, or if users dont see

improvement even after being enrolled for 6 months. So rollout would have to be
phased and narrow.

User Flows (Below wireframes on Invision available here)
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Metrics

Goal Metric Timeframe

Improve
Conversion

● # CTR, completion rate of Diagnostic test
● % of test takers who converted to paid

user
● # of users who take the second test after

6 months and the average score
improvement.

6 months

8. BRIEF IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
For Social Features Product Initiatives

Stage Target/Goals Timelines

Phase 1 ● Basic Functionality of friend lists
● adding friends

● Alpha test at T+4 weeks.

Phase 2 ● Reactions
● Updates about friends
● Share question functionality

● Alpha test at T+8 weeks
● Beta at T+12 weeks

Phase 3 ● Avatar Functionality
● Customization options to avatar,
● Currency spend mechanisms

● Alpha on T+18 weeks based on
feedback from phase 2 beta

● Provided Phase 3 alpha is ok,
Beta at T+20 weeks

● Launch at T+24 weeks

For the Diagnostic Test

Stage Target/Goals Timelines

Phase 1 ● Create question banks for each
grade

● Structure and composition of the test

● Complete by T+4 weeks.

Phase 2 ● Build the test functionality in the app
● UI changes to the layout

● Alpha test by T+10 weeks

Phase 3 ● Offer test to new users after they
enroll.

● Let all new users who subscribe,
take the test

● After 6 months offer second test to
initial cohort of users.

● Start test rollouts by T+12
weeks

● Offer Second diagnostic tests
after 6 months

Phase 4 ● Finish new Marketing copy ● AB Test to run for 3 months
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incorporating diagnostic test score
differences

● Launch A/B test on 50% of the new
users who visit the app, and
measure conversion metrics
mentioned earlier.

● Final Launch

● Launch decision based on the
findings of the AB test

9. SUMMARY

I explored the levers of organic user growth for Cuemath and arrived at Strong learning
outcomes through better engagement , and better conversion of first time visitors as
the two major drivers.

I then discussed two product ideas around adding social features to the app, and deepening
the existing gamification loops to improve learning outcomes through better engagement.

Then, I also discussed a product idea for a free diagnostic test to be offered to first time
visitors to the app, and score improvements of existing users over a 6 month period being
shown as part of marketing copy to improve the conversion

In all of these ideas I also discussed the envisioned user flows/wireframes , and metrics to
be tracked.

Finally I ended with a brief implementation plan for the features that were discussed.

Presented By Prateek Jain

THANK YOU FOR READING

THE END
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